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W. M. JORDAN COMPANY'S BID CLARIFICATION NO. 03 
 

REUNION AT CAROLINA FOREST 

 

NOVEMBER 13, 2019 

              

 

Please reference this Bid Clarification in your proposal. 
 

1. Drawing index calls out l.-02, -03, & -04...l.3-02 is missing as are L.3-11-15 L3.03 has 
hardscape schedule P1 & P2, but no P1 /P2 Locations on drawing. Please advise.  
Attached are the Civil drawings that contain missing sheets. 
L3.03 is a Hardscape Plan sheet, as is L3.02 and L3.04.  The hardscape notes can be 
found on all sheets but the P1 and P2 designations are only found on Sheet L3.04. 

2. states grid: all windows to have tru divided lights should this say simulated divided 
lights?  Also, it has tdl listed which is impact windows which will not pass the Missile test 
so should this have the designation of SDL?  If SDL is correct then the internal space 
will have color choice of mill or black is this acceptable?  
The cottage windows are not intended to be different from the Main building windows for 
the unit/sleeping rooms.  Please find a revised AC-06, Cottage Windows Schedule 
sheet. 

3. In the electrical drawings for unit types in the Il building the c types of rooms are 
missing. 
The IL units found on E-4.4 are labeled as Type B or Type B-Alt, but these units 
translate to the Architectural Type C units.  The Type A-Alt units found on E-4.3 are the 
Architectural Type B units. 

4. Lightning protection is this required; and if so will information be forthcoming? 
We have not been told that lightning protection is required, nor have we been told that 
lightning protection is desired to be included from the Owner.  We have no information 
to include at this time but if it is deemed necessary for the project, we are happy to 
include lightning protection within the construction documents. 

5. Is there a specification section available for the camera requirements?  
At this time, as long as the Owner confirms satisfaction, we have no issues with having 
stub ups with pull wire for the voice/data/tv/security portions of the project.  Again, at 
one point in time, the Owner was working with local utility companies to provide these 
services and some scope overlap could exist.  Please confirm with Owner. 
 


